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Boston Area Pirate Hunters League

“We’ll rule the day with our witty repartee.”

(4-6) Deck Hands

Four or more:

FIGURE
FIVE THIRTY
PIECES OF

HANG
POWERS OF
TOP

CHAPTER
SEVEN
OCEAN’S

Just follow the directions
How to fi nd the treasure:

Go east at the rock, then northeast to the beach.
Or was it east at the rock and then southeast to the beach?
No, it was southeast at the rock and north to the beach!

Consonants:
_-NINE (best friend)
_-BER (could start a fi re)
_-ABLE (help)

Integers:
Th e protagonist of this puzzle hunt [10]
French scientist who studied the conduction of heat [7]
A revolver [3-7]
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Dot your I’s and dash your T’s:
glitter
activist
tactician

Across: A letter goes in the middle to get two words, each four letters long.

Guess the number (the number is 4):

Engineering:

S N U O DO

M A G T AO

H A L R MO

Is it bigger than 3?
Is it bigger than 5?
Is it a prime number?
Is it an odd number?
Is it a square number?

Is it an even number?
Is it 1?
Is it divisible by 3?
Is it the number of horsemen 
of the apocalypse?
Is it smaller than pi?

Is it a number?
Is it the number of states in the US?
Is it part of the title of a Sherlock 
Holmes story?
Is it the current Windows version?
Is it a triangular number?
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Blinded: This is a paint by numbers puzzle. Each number says how many shaded squares are 
in that grouping. The groupings are in order, and there must be a space between groupings.

6 
2 

1 132 1

1 1 1

1
1
1

Handsets:
334444448333366 [8]
6644466338333366 [8]
89336689996666633 [6-3]


